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Abstract - Smart parking systems generally get data concerning accessible parking fields in a very explicit geographical region. From the main problems that smart cities face one is traffic management systems and parking facilities. Due to vehicles in the no-parking field, many problems arise to confront traffic problems. The planned system is combined with the applications of cloud and IoT. The target of this planned system is to design, style and implement "Detection and Identification of Vehicle’s No Parking Area", that helps the motive force to simply sight the current parked area is no parking area or not. With the help of a real-time cloud server and the vehicle’s geo-location, the no-parking zone of the vehicle is identified. This system not only reduces congestions; however, it is cost-efficient and provides user authentication. This system uses geo-location, a microprocessor for real-time data assortment, real-time cloud server and no-parking detection mobile application. This system will save time which needs to search for a parking lot.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Our proposed work is going to change the lifestyle of each driver. This system will not only prevent the driver to park a vehicle anywhere but also it will help them to save their time in searching for a parking lot.

In the congested area of the city, finding a place for parking is very difficult. This is why most people park their vehicles anywhere which then causes a big traffic issue. Using this system, the vehicle owner will immediately let know that his vehicle is in the parking area or not. We are using a GPS sensor to recognize vehicle status. If the vehicle is parked in the no-parking area then first he will get alert and if the driver selects, our system will drive him safely to the nearest parking area. There is also a utility, that user can add their own parking area or no-parking area through a mobile application of our system.

This will help the driver to recognize the NO-parking area. Every user will have to register their vehicle to our system. Users can register on our system through our android application or a web application by just following a few steps.

2. SYSTEM WORK

2.1 No-Parking Work

We are using a Ublox Neo-6M GPS sensor to recognize the vehicle’s geo-location. This GPS sensor needs at least 3 satellites to give the accurate geo-location of the vehicle if it has a clear vision to the satellites then the accuracy is of 2.5 meters. Our device will recognize the geo-location of the vehicle after a period of every 30 seconds. Each geo-location will be compared with the last geo-location by calculating its distance and if we got the distance less than 5 meters for at least 3 or more times then our device will send that geo-location to the server with the request to check the status of that vehicle. If the vehicle has similar geo-location for 3 or more times it will consider as the vehicle has stopped moving and will send the request to check the status.

When the vehicle will stop moving, the server will check whether the vehicle is in the parking zone or in the no-parking zone or in an unknown zone. The server will compare the current location with each saved parking & no-
parking location stored on the cloud database by measuring the distance between the current location & saved location. The location of the parking or no-parking area radius of that slot is also stored on the cloud database. The status of the vehicle will be defined by comparing this radius and the calculated distance between the current location and the saved location. If that distance is less than or equal to the radius stored on the cloud database the status of the vehicle will be set according to the saved location type (Parking/No-Parking). If the gap between both of the locations is greater than the radius stored then the position will be set to an unknown zone. This status will be sent to the device in the form of a response to the request sent by the device.

Distance Formula:

\[
\text{Distance} = \sqrt{(\text{dLat} \times \text{dLat}) + (\text{dLng} \times \text{dLng}) - 2 \times \text{a} \times \text{R} \times \text{c} \times \text{1000}}
\]

Where,
- \( \text{dLat} \) = Current latitude of vehicle
- \( \text{dLng} \) = Current longitude of vehicle
- \( \text{lat} \) = Latitude at the time of virtual lock
- \( \text{lng} \) = Longitude at the time of virtual lock
- \( \text{dLat} \times \text{dLat} \) = Distance between both latitude
- \( \text{dLng} \times \text{dLng} \) = Distance between both longitude
- \( \text{fun deg2rad} \) = Converts the degree of latitude/longitude to radius

**Fig -2:** Distance Calculation Formula [6]

If the response from the server is positive then the device will again start from the beginning and will follow the defined flow of detection else the response is negative then the device will start beeping until the server sends the "Turn of beeping" request to the device. Also, if the device is in the no-parking zone the server will send alert to the owner of the vehicle that his vehicle is parked in the no-parking area and the device is beeping. If the user wishes to turn off the beeping then he can do it by using the mobile application.

### 2.2 Virtual Lock

If the user wishes to enable the virtual lock, the user will turn it on by using the mobile application. After enabling the virtual lock, an entry will be added in the database which will be fetched by the device. Our device will constantly recognize that whether the vehicle has changed its location or not by measuring the distance between location inserted at the time of virtual lock and recent location. If the distance is more than 10 meters then the status will be set to change. If the vehicle has changed its location then the buzzer of the device will turn on and the device will request the server to send alert to the user on the mobile application. Users will be able to turn off the buzzer as well as the virtual lock through the mobile application.

### 2.3 Road Health

To detect the pothole on the road we have used HC-SR04 Ultrasonic Sensor. One channel of ultrasonic sensor sends an ultrasonic beam when it hits the road it reflects to HC-SR04. Another channel of ultrasonic sensor catches the reflected beam. Then our device calculates the distance between vehicle’s bottom surface and surface of the road using the time taken by beam to travel from one channel to another channel. This process is repeated after every particular time span. If the distance between surface of base and road is more than 20cm (normal ground clearance of the vehicle) then it reports the server for pothole on the road with deepness of pothole and geo-location of the pothole using GPS sensor. The number of counts for a particular location will be marked as hurdle.

### 3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Our device will start sending geo-location of the vehicle to server for processing. When our device will sense that the vehicle has stopped moving, then server will compare the last location sent by our device with various stored parking and no-parking locations. Server will compare last location with the existing locations stored onto the cloud database and it will send a response to device. If the response from server is positive, device will send a request to server for information of that geo-location area. Server will send area information to device and that area information will be displayed to user.

If the response is negative, server will send one response to device and one response to device. Our mobile application will alert the user that vehicle is parked in no-parking area.
Also, after a particular time-span the device will start giving a beep. User will be conveyed regarding the beep and user will be able to turn off the beep through our mobile application. User will have an option to lock his vehicle virtually. If vehicle changes its location after enabling the virtual lock, then user will be alerted on his mobile application. Also, the user will be able to access the dashboard on the mobile application. On that dashboard, user will get the data about overall distance travelled by vehicle in km, travel path a user had done in/on vehicle (with all statistics of particular travelling), health of the road at the time of travelling, speed of vehicle during travel, user’s average driving speed, last parking and no-parking location of vehicle. Also, user will have a button to lock his vehicle virtually.

Fig -4: Workflow of System
4. RESULTS

4.1 Working of Mobile Application

The operation of mobile application is to track the vehicle’s actual location, search parking place, alert no-parking place also help to find the parking places near you.

4.1.1 Login or Registration Screen

On this screen user will login with their credentials to authenticate or they will register themselves on our platform.

4.1.2 Map Menu Screen

This page indicates operations like get your location which display your current location, live tracking toggle which shows moving vehicle's location and save parking in which user can add parking slots using some details of them to authenticate user information.

4.1.3 Add Parking Details

On this screen user will add their parking/no-parking area.
5. CONCLUSIONS

Requirement of the smart parking system will increase drastically in the upcoming years. However, the smart parking systems already exists in many cities, our system is targeted at making this system more cost-effective and user-friendly. This system was successfully tested and had 90% accuracy. The web application is user-friendly. Future works will extend the system to work with other different technologies. We conclude there are some categories such as parking zone, NO parking zone and unknown place. For that we build a hardware which executes operations so the system give alert only when vehicle is in NO parking area. This system is of two parts, one is mobile application which is used to alert the user and user can lock their vehicle virtually. So, if vehicle move from that place it will alert on android application. Second is web application which used to mark the parking zone anywhere in the map. This will also save the time of user searching for a parking zone where user park their vehicle and the traffic congestion problem is reduced.
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